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ABSTRACT

Motivation: Copy number abnormalities (CNAs) represent an important type of genetic mutation that can lead to abnormal cell growth and proliferation. New high-throughput sequencing technologies promise comprehensive characterization of CNAs. In contrast to microarrays, where probe design follows a carefully developed protocol, reads represent a random sample from a library and may be prone to representation biases due to GC content and other factors. The discrimination between true and false positive CNAs becomes an important issue.

Results: We present a novel approach, called CNAsseg, to identify CNAs from second-generation sequencing data. It uses depth of coverage to estimate copy number states and flowcell-to-flowcell variability in cancer and normal samples to control the false positive rate. We tested the method using the COLO-829 melanoma cell line sequenced to 40-fold coverage. An extensive simulation scheme was developed to recreate different scenarios of copy number changes and depth of coverage by altering a real dataset with spiked-in CNAs. Comparison to alternative approaches using both real and simulated datasets showed that CNAsseg achieves superior precision and improved sensitivity estimates.

Availability: The CNAsseg package and test data are available at http://www.compbio.group.cam.ac.uk/software.html.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A wide spectrum of mutation mechanisms contributes to the onset and progression of cancer (Stratton et al., 2009). Copy number abnormalities (CNAs) represent an important type of genetic mutation that lead to abnormal cell growth and proliferation (Santarius et al., 2010). Amplification of many oncogenes and loss of tumour suppressor genes have been implicated in the development and progression of the cancer phenotype. Different microarray technologies have been successfully used to identify CNAs in cancer (Pinkel et al., 2005). However, their resolution is limited by the number and location of probes on the array. Currently available SNP array platforms comprise >1 million probes and have a lower detection limit of 5–10kb. New sequencing technologies promise comprehensive characterization of copy number profiles in cancer (Shendure et al., 2008). In particular, paired-end read mapping (PEM) allows the detection of insertions and deletions ranging from a few base pairs (indels) to tens of megabases. The fact that PEM allows mapping of the direction of reads makes it possible to identify copy-neutral events, such as structural rearrangements.

In contrast to microarrays, where probe design follows a carefully developed protocol, reads represent a random sample from a library and may be prone to representation biases due to GC content and other physico-chemical characteristics. Variability could also arise from misalignment caused by mutation hotspots in a tumour. Consequently, discrimination between true and false positives becomes an important issue. A limitation of the published literature. Although several methods, such as RDXplorer (Yoon et al., 2009) and CNV-seq (Xie et al., 2009), have been developed to find copy number variation in normal individuals, they have not been tested on cancer data, so it is not clear if they can detect CNAs across the whole range of sizes and magnitudes present in cancer. Here we present a method, CNAsseg, developed specifically for identification of CNAs in cancer from second-generation sequencing data.

In contrast to microarrays, where probe design follows a carefully developed protocol, reads represent a random sample from a library and may be prone to representation biases due to GC content and other physico-chemical characteristics. Variability could also arise from misalignment caused by mutation hotspots in a tumour. Consequently, discrimination between true and false positives becomes an important issue. A limitation of the published approaches is that (in their current versions) they do not facilitate assessment of the false positive error rate of detected CNAs in cancer genomes. We have developed a novel framework for the identification of CNAs that uses flowcell-to-flowcell variability to estimate the false positive rate and the depth of coverage to finalize copy number calls. In addition to dataset-specific thresholding, our method has other advantages. It uses the Skellam distribution to compare read depth in tumour and control samples, which allows the use of smaller window sizes for copy number estimation and leads to greater sensitivity in pinpointing breakpoints for small CNAs. By comparing the method to alternative approaches using real and simulated datasets, we show that CNAsseg achieves superior precision and improved sensitivity estimates.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
The Illumina Genome Analyzer (GA) can generate more than 60 GB of 50–100 bp paired-end reads from both sides of an insert spanning 100–300 bp. Sequencing on a small number of flow cells can therefore achieve 40× coverage of cancer and reference genomes. The GA pipeline (Bentley et al., 2008) was used for image processing, alignment and generation of output files in BAM format (Li et al., 2009a). Two BAM files for the cancer and normal samples are used by CNAseg for CNA detection. Before segmentation, aligned reads undergo several pre-processing steps to remove low-quality reads. First, poor-quality reads with low alignment score are discarded in order to ensure robust signal with small number of misalignment artefacts. For reads to pass quality filtering in the ELAND alignment, they should exceed a threshold of five for a single read alignment score and one for a paired alignment score. Next, reads that passed both thresholds are used to derive counts in non-overlapping windows. In contrast to methods relying on normal approximation, where windows need to have some pre-specified lower bound, CNAseg does not impose restrictions on the window size. To ensure fast running time of the method, we use a window of size 50 bp. We derive a correction factor for GC content using LOWESS regression for tumour and normal counts in 10 KB windows. This correction is applied to the dataset before splitting the reads by the flowcell of origin. Different families of repetitive sequences can cause difficulties for alignment algorithms and create regions of poor alignability. Since breakpoints of many structural variants occur within repeats, low read counts created in this way may complicate estimation of the correct copy number state by the segmentation algorithm. Additional variability in read counts may be introduced by clusters of point mutations in cancer genomes or indels, although gapped alignment and indel-detection software alleviate this problem. To improve estimation of relative copy numbers, CNAseg uses an undecimated discrete wavelet transform (DWT) to smooth the count data. The method first calculates the wavelet transform of the noisy signal, then shrinks the noisy wavelet coefficients and finally computes the inverse transform from the modified coefficients (Nason et al., 2008; Percival et al., 2005). The number of decomposition levels depends on the length of the vector s of window counts for each chromosome and is calculated as ⌊log2(s)⌋. In section 3, we show that this approach selectively smooths out regions of low alignability while preserving signal elsewhere. The smoothing step is especially relevant to ensure that HMM does not over-segment the data in the regions of low alignability, since at low counts more mixture components will be required to represent the data.

2 METHODS

2.1 CNAseg framework

The CNAseg algorithm comprises several steps: the QC-filtered read counts are de-noised using a discrete wavelet transform, segmented with an HMM and followed by a segment merging step, where inter-locus variability in both cancer and normal samples is used to estimate the merging threshold (Fig. 1).

2.2 Data pre-processing and discrete wavelet transform smoothing

The Illumina Genome Analyzer (GA) can generate more than 60 GB of 50–100 bp paired-end reads from both sides of an insert spanning 100–300 bp. Sequencing on a small number of flow cells can therefore achieve 40× coverage of cancer and reference genomes. The GA pipeline (Bentley et al., 2008) was used for image processing, alignment and generation of output files in BAM format (Li et al., 2009a). Two BAM files for the cancer and matched normal reads are used by CNAseg for CNA detection. Before segmentation, aligned reads undergo several pre-processing steps to remove low-quality reads. First, poor-quality reads with low alignment score are discarded in order to ensure robust signal with small number of misalignment artefacts. For reads to pass quality filtering in the ELAND alignment, they should exceed a threshold of five for a single read alignment score and one for a paired alignment score. Next, reads that passed both thresholds are used to derive counts in non-overlapping windows. In contrast to methods relying on normal approximation, where windows need to have some pre-specified lower bound, CNAseg does not impose restrictions on the window size. To ensure fast running time of the method, we use a window of size 50 bp. We derive a correction factor for GC content using LOWESS regression for tumour and normal counts in 10 KB windows. This correction is applied to the dataset before splitting the reads by the flowcell of origin. Different families of repetitive sequences can cause difficulties for alignment algorithms and create regions of poor alignability. Since breakpoints of many structural variants occur within repeats, low read counts created in this way may complicate estimation of the correct copy number state by the segmentation algorithm. Additional variability in read counts may be introduced by clusters of point mutations in cancer genomes or indels, although gapped alignment and indel-detection software alleviate this problem. To improve estimation of relative copy numbers, CNAseg uses an undecimated discrete wavelet transform (DWT) to smooth the count data. The method first calculates the wavelet transform of the noisy signal, then shrinks the noisy wavelet coefficients and finally computes the inverse transform from the modified coefficients (Nason et al., 2008; Percival et al., 2005). The number of decomposition levels depends on the length of the vector s of window counts for each chromosome and is calculated as ⌊log2(s)⌋. In section 3, we show that this approach selectively smooths out regions of low alignability while preserving signal elsewhere. The smoothing step is especially relevant to ensure that HMM does not over-segment the data in the regions of low alignability, since at low counts more mixture components will be required to represent the data.

2.3 HMM segmentation

CNAseg performs a segmentation of the read counts using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Counts of reads in windows of predefined size from the normal and cancer genomes are obtained, and then normalized so that both genomes have the same total number of reads. This is achieved by rescaling and rounding the counts from the experiment with the smaller number of reads. These normalized counts act as observed variables in the CNAseg model, while hidden variables represent the relative copy number states of the cancer genome. CNAseg segments the genome using individual “bins” rather than chromosomes: large chromosomes are divided into two or three equally spaced bins and segmentation is carried out over these bins for improved memory handling.

The HMM uses the differences in the read counts for the segmentation. We have found that a suitable emission distribution for the HMM is provided by the Skellam distribution (Skellam, 1946). One way to describe this distribution is as follows (Karlis et al., 2005): define random variables $X_n$ and $X_c$ by $X_n = W_n - W_c$, where $W_n \sim \text{Poisson}(\mu_n)$ and $W_c \sim \text{Poisson}(\mu_c)$. $W_n$ is a positive random integer-valued variable and $W_c$ and $W_n$ are independent. Then $X = X_n = W_n - W_c$ has the Skellam distribution with mean $\mu_n - \mu_c$ and variance $\mu_n + \mu_c$. Selection of the appropriate number of HMM states is the second step in the HMM design after specifying an appropriate emission distribution. Ideally, we want each copy number in the cancer genome to be represented by an HMM state. However, variability in read depth, losses and gains in the matched normal genome and genomic instability in cancer make it hard to estimate the copy number state unambiguously. In addition, under-represented copy number states may lead to singularity problems during HMM convergence. We use an approximation based on k-means clustering to determine the putative number of copy number states in cancer and normal genomes: read counts in each window are clustered between 2 and 7 clusters. The best partitioning is selected using the Calinski–Harabasz (CH) pseudo F-statistic (Calinski and Harabasz, 1974), which is based on the ratio of within-cluster sum of squares to between-cluster sum of squares. The CH selection criterion showed superior performance in the comparison of 30 techniques for choosing the appropriate number of clusters (Milligan et al., 1985).
2.4 Segment merging

HMM segmentation identifies segments of contiguous windows with similar read counts. Unfortunately, these segments will not only represent distinct copy number states, but also capture local variability in read depth arising from different noise sources. In practice, a strategy for merging segments with the same copy number is required to achieve more accurate CNA calls. Although the problem of segment merging is not unique to sequence data [a similar strategy was used for segmentation of microarray data (Willenbrock et al., 2005)], merging count data requires the development of different approaches.

A desirable method should merge segments with the same copy number state and preserve segments with different copy number states. We proceed as follows. Consider two segments and suppose that in the first the normal sample has \( a \) counts, the cancer sample \( c \) counts, whereas in the second the normal sample has \( b \) counts, the cancer sample \( d \) counts. We want to merge segments for which \( a/c = b/d \), for which a statistic based on the difference \( a/b - c/d \) is suitable. Viewing the four counts in the form of a 2×2 contingency table, we see that the Pearson \( \chi^2 \) statistic, a multiple of \( (a/d - b/c)^2 \), is appropriate. Low values of the statistic indicate the absence of significant differences between cancer and normal ratios for adjacent segments, suggesting that they represent the same copy number state. Applied in an iterative manner, such an approach produces an empirical distribution of goodness-of-fit statistics for adjacent segments. Given the threshold \( \theta \), the following algorithm merges HMM segments:

Algorithm 1

1. Compare the cancer and normal counts from adjacent segments using Pearson’s \( \chi^2 \) statistic, repeating for segments \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, m - 1 \).
2. Select the pair that produced the smallest \( \chi^2 \) statistic.
3. Merge these cancer and normal segments and recompute the \( \chi^2 \) statistics with the adjacent left and right segments.
4. Iterate until no statistics exceed the selected threshold \( \theta \).

2.5 Deriving the merging threshold

The CNAseg implementation requires specification of the threshold \( \theta \) for the \( \chi^2 \) statistic during the segment merging. We achieve this by exploiting intra-flowcell variability in tumour and normal data. In particular, if we segment the data with Algorithm 1, but this time comparing different flowcells within tumour or normal samples (intra-type comparison), rather than comparing tumour with normal samples (inter-type comparison), then the resulting HMM segments should only represent technical differences at the post-library preparation stage. These differences will also be reflected in values of the \( \chi^2 \) statistics after performing the segment-merging step. The segmentation of reads from matched tumour and normal samples that provides higher statistics than those derived from intra-sample comparison (tumour–tumour/normal–normal) will usually suggest the presence of true copy number differences between samples for particular segments. Such a flowcell splitting approach utilizing intra-flowcell variability forms the basis for computing a merging threshold based on the \( \chi^2 \) statistic. The CNAseg method is composed of the following steps:

1. Split tumour and normal pre-processed read counts into two roughly equal groups by assigning flowcells to one or other group. Let \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) represent the counts in the cancer groups and \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) counts in the corresponding normal groups.
2. Perform independent HMM segmentation with the Skellam emission distribution using two comparisons by combining groups as follows: (i) \( C_1 \cup C_2 \) versus \( N_1 \cup N_2 \) and (ii) \( C_1 \cup N_1 \) versus \( C_2 \cup N_2 \).
3. Compute the \( \chi^2 \) statistics between adjacent segments for the comparison (ii). Use these comparisons to set the merging threshold \( \theta \) as the maximal value of the statistics in these two comparisons.

(4) Merge HMM segments from the comparisons (i) using Algorithm 1. Use the threshold derived in the previous step to end the merging process.

(5) Estimate the approximate copy number state by comparing the log ratio of QC-filtered and DWT-smoothed read counts in the remaining segments.

Splitting reads into two comparisons using the flowcell attribute is based on the premise that reads from each flowcell have roughly equal noise patterns along the genome. However, the noise will depend on the experimental design during sample preparation: usually cancer and normal samples will be prepared separately and it can be argued that some of the between-sample variation will not be reflected in the intra-flowcell comparisons for normal samples.

To test this idea, we split reads by their flow cells of origin and compared counts between two flowcells for adjacent 10 kb windows using the \( \chi^2 \) test. The distribution of log odds ratios for each flow cell comparison was obtained independently for normal-to-normal, cancer-to-cancer and cancer-to-normal comparisons. Chromosome 10 from the COLO-829 cell line (see Section 3) was reported to have the smallest number of focal CNAs and was used in the comparison to ensure that a high odds ratio between adjacent windows can be attributed to noise patterns rather than CNAs in cancer. After adjusting for CNA events in cancer (by removing HMM states with absolute mean log ratio >0.6, which corresponds to the putative gain of three copies), we found that the cancer-to-normal comparison provides more significant \( P \)-values (uncorrected for multiple testing) than the other two comparisons, reflecting in part technical factors due to library preparation (Fig. 2). The Welch Two Sample \( t \)-test comparing the number of significant \( P \)-values for flowcell comparisons between cancer-normal and normal-normal or cancer–cancer was 6.8×10^{-8} (df = 38.8) and 4.9×10^{-7} (df = 70.3), respectively, but 0.06 (df = 45.2) for normal-normal to cancer–cancer comparisons. To make sure that CNAseg can at least indirectly capture this between-sample library variation, we developed an algorithm for adjusting the threshold value as follows:

1. Estimate the ratio of median values of \( \chi^2 \) statistics for between-sample and within-sample comparisons for each bin.
2. Find the second quantile \( \rho \) of this median’s ratio distribution. Since the magnitude of the ratio correlates with the CNA burden, the second quantile of the distribution will represent a bin with no or few CNAs and where differences in \( \chi^2 \) statistics are mostly attributable to between-sample technical variation.
3. Increase the final threshold \( \theta \) in proportion to the magnitude of the ratio \( \rho \). This approach should not only correct for any intra-sample
variability, but also adjust \( \theta \) in cases where normal samples have higher variance.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Datasets included in this study

For the purpose of algorithm testing and comparison, we used the genome of the COLO-829 malignant melanoma cell line (European Genome-Phenome Archive accession number EGAS00000000052) sequenced to 40-fold coverage (Pleasance et al., 2010). COLO-829BL, a lymphoblastoid line derived from the same patient, was used as the control sample and was sequenced to 32-fold coverage.

In addition, COLO-829 has been profiled with Affymetrix SNP 6.0 arrays for independent confirmation of CNAs found through read depth analysis.

3.2 Specification of DWT-smoothing parameters

ELAND (Cox et al., 2006) does not place reads that have multiple mappings to the genome, these are normally repetitive sequences. This strategy decreases the false positive rate of the alignment, but can introduce unevenness in the read depth. Correspondingly, the ‘low alignability’ regions are often underrepresented with reads in both tumour and reference genomes. This creates difficulties in estimating correct copy number calls due to low read counts. In cancer genomes, the task of correcting local differences in read depth due to alignability is exacerbated by the presence of multiple losses and gains, which also alter read counts. The correction of alignability-induced read depth variability therefore should preserve read depth variation due to genuine CNA events.

The alignability property requires unambiguous specification and the following method was used to calculate it:

1. Generate all possible 32mer single reads and align them to the reference genome with ELAND.
2. Count the number of unique alignments covering each base pair.
3. The uniquely aligned stretch of the genome will therefore have scores around 32, while highly repetitive regions will have near-zero scores.

We found that regions with zero alignability are mostly very small (up to 100 bp) (Fig. 3a), which falls short of the size of typical CNA events (1 kb–10 Mb). CNAseg applies an undecimated DWT to smooth read counts in the regions of low alignability. To explore its impact on read depth in the regions of zero alignability and elsewhere, we estimated read counts in these two regions before and after applying DWT. DWT adjustment increased the number of counts for regions with zero alignability, while preserving the number of counts in the rest of the genome (Fig. 3b and c). The smoothing effect of DWT reduces unevenness in read depth and decreases the number of non-CNA induced HMM segments. This reduction has two effects on the performance of CNAseg. First, a large number of HMM segments increases the chance of obtaining false positive CNAs in the final segmentation results. Second, the merging process with a large number of segments becomes computationally intensive, hence the speed-up in CNAseg running time due to the smaller number of starting segments (Supplementary Fig. S6).

Other alignment algorithms have different strategies for dealing with alignment in repetitive regions: BWA (Li et al., 2009b) places short reads randomly across the multiple equally best positions while mrFAST attempts to align all reads that have multiple hits (Alkan et al., 2009). Simulation results and BWA realignment of the COLO-829 data confirmed that DWT adjustment of BWA-aligned reads does not introduce biases into read counts in regions of normal alignability (Supplementary Figs S1–S3 and section ‘Relevance of spline-correction for identification of recurrent CNAs’). mrFAST introduces more biases (Supplementary Fig. S4); however, this method was specifically developed to improve the identification of CNVs. Since CNAseg is designed for identification of CNAs in cancer genomes through use of a matched reference sample, the fact that it might have low discriminatory ability in the areas of segmentalduplication should not impact the error rate of CNA detection.

3.3 CNAseg segmentation of COLO-829 genome and algorithm comparison

DWT-corrected read counts were segmented with CNAseg for CNA identification. Segmentation results from two CNA detection methods were used for comparative purpose. First, the segmentation results reported by cnv-seq (Xie et al., 2009) were used. Second, the RDXplorer package for detection of CNV events (Yoon et al., 2009) was independently applied to the COLO-829 genome. CNAseg identified 182 CNA events, cnv-seq reported 854 CNAs and RDXplorer produced 920 CNAs. As always with algorithmic comparison on real biological datasets, it is hard to assess the error rate considering that many CNAs were not independently validated. Among PCR-confirmed structural rearrangements were 25 deletions, which we have used to assess sensitivity of the method. We found
positive hits (Fisher’s exact test found that CNAseg has a much lower proportion of putatively false positive CNAs), we setting a threshold of 0.2 for calling true positive CNAs (to ensure absolute log ratios of probe intensities falling into CNA regions and RDXplorer and 69% (589/854) for CNV-seq. Taking the means of independently copy number calls of the sequence segmentation algorithm.

First, data from Affymetrix SNP 6.0 arrays were used to confirm which 19 were shared), suggesting that SV-supported deletions can be identified with high accuracy.

The precision of the algorithm is much harder to evaluate when only partial confirmation is available, therefore we used indirect evidence to approximate the false positive rate of the methods. First, data from Affymetrix SNP 6.0 arrays were used to confirm independently copy number calls of the sequence segmentation algorithms. The percentage of CNAs that harboured microarray probes was 76% (138/182) for HMMSeg, 67% (616/920) for RDXplorer and high stringency in selecting putatively false positive CNAs (to ensure high stringency in selecting putatively false positive CNAs), we found that CNAseg has a much lower proportion of putatively false positive hits (Fisher’s exact test P-values of 0.023) (Fig. 4).

Features of the alignment scores from paired-end read data can lend additional support to the validity of CNA calls. ELAND provides two alignment scores (single and paired alignment) to reflect confidence in alignment of each read independently and as a pair. Mismatches bases, reduced quality bases and multiple mappings downweight the single alignment score. A pair that maps with a size and/or orientation different from expected will have a zero paired alignment score. Misalignment can arise from the presence of short 2–10 bp indels or clusters of point mutations, which impede alignment of some reads. Consequently, such regions will contain reads with low single alignment score due to indels or mutation clusters. On the other hand, reads spanning genuine breakpoints around the areas of losses and gains will have anomalous insert sizes, which will be reflected in reduced paired alignment scores. Based on these two scores, we devised the following strategy for assessing the propensity of CNAs being false positives:

- For all reads mapped within 300 bp of a breakpoint, we calculate the percentage of reads with zero single alignment score and independently the percentage of reads with zero paired alignment score.
- Next, we select 100 regions with clusters of point mutations and/or indels, generated by the CASAVA (Consensus Assessment of Sequence and Variation) pipeline (Illumina et al., 2009) and compute the same statistics for reads in 5 kb intervals.

Analysis of single to paired alignment score ratios from these indel/mutation enriched reads showed that on average they are much higher for RDxplorer than the ratios obtained from 100 5 kb regions selected at random (Supplementary Fig. S7). Although means of the score ratios for reads aligned to CNAseg and RDxplorer breakpoints were both smaller than for reads aligned to validated SV breakpoints, the significance level was much higher for RDxplorer than CNAseg (t-test P-values $2.2 \times 10^{-8}$ and $4.3 \times 10^{-8}$, respectively). We used the 95th percentile from indel/mutation enriched ratios as a threshold for calling false positive CNAs. Since our definition of false positive rate is not based on biological validation, the high percentile cut-off helped us ensure higher accuracy in identifying potentially erroneous CNA calls.

3.4 Simulation strategy for evaluating algorithm performance

Simulated data provide a de facto standard for comparing different algorithms in the absence of extensively validated biological datasets. Simulation of cancer genome sequencing data is exacerbated by multiple confounding factors that can alter read depth in regions of constant copy number. Such situations give rise to a mixture of over and underdispersed count distributions, which are difficult to simulate de novo. Instead, we utilized read depth in the normal COLO-829BL sample to guide our simulation process as follows:

1. Duplicate pre-processed read counts from the COLO-829BL data, and let the duplicates form vectors $C$ of pseudo-cancer and $N$ of pseudo-normal genomes.
2. Estimate the mean and variance of CNAseg windows along 1 kb genome intervals of each vector $C$ and $N$ and derive corresponding mean and variance sets.
3. Add random negative binomial noise to each CNAseg window of $C$ and $N$ using previously derived mean and variance values amounting to 30% of read depth.
4. Simulate different CNA events in the pseudo-cancer dataset by altering the following parameters:
   - The length of CNA events, varied from 1 kb to 100 kb;
   - CNA types, including heterozygous deletions, complete losses and 1, 2 and 3 copy number gains.
5. In addition to the actual read depth reported for COLO-829BL (32×), simulate read depths of 157. Although means of the score ratios for reads aligned to CNAseg and RDxplorer breakpoints were both smaller than for reads aligned to validated SV breakpoints, the significance level was much higher for RDxplorer than CNAseg (t-test P-values $2.2 \times 10^{-8}$ and $4.3 \times 10^{-8}$, respectively). We used the 95th percentile from indel/mutation enriched ratios as a threshold for calling false positive CNAs. Since our definition of false positive rate is not based on biological validation, the high percentile cut-off helped us ensure higher accuracy in identifying potentially erroneous CNA calls.

Varying the amount of noise allows us to explore robustness of the algorithm to outliers. By adding noise amounting to 30% of
read depth, we ensure that it remains relatively close to the values necessary for one copy loss or gain (40–50%), thereby ensuring conservative testing of the false positive error rate.

Testing the algorithm on the simulated dataset shows that CNAseg provides high sensitivity and specificity at all read depths (Fig. 5). In contrast, both RDXplorer and CNV-seq had much lower specificity estimates due to a large number of reported segments. Further results of algorithm comparison are provided in the Supplementary Material (section ‘Notes on the comparison of segmentation algorithms’, Supplementary Fig. S5). We attribute the higher number of reported CNAs and false positive error rate for RDXplorer and CNV-seq to the fact that both methods attempt to detect CNVs with high sensitivity by focusing on per-window-based CNV detection. Although this strategy might be beneficial when calling CNVs, it is less appropriate for identifying CNAs that have a much wider size distribution. For example, the median length of focal CNAs in a survey of 3131 cancer samples was reported to be 1.8 Mb (range of 0.5 kb–85 Mb), much larger than the average CNV size (Beroukhim et al., 2010).

3.5 Properties of flow cell variation

Successful application of CNAseg requires good empirical understanding of the flowcell-dependent read depth variation. We first explored the sequence properties of the reads from different flowcells to see if they can explain flowcell-to-flowcell read depth variability. One such property is GC content. Different factors during library preparation and sequencing may alter the relationship between read depth and local GC content and influence the patterns of read depth variability along the genome. The correlation between GC content and read depth has been described before (Dohm et al., 2008; Hillier et al., 2008); less investigated are observations that the actual value of the correlation coefficient and its sign may vary between library preparations (Chiang et al., 2009). We found that the GC content-read depth correlation varies between distinct flow cells. When comparing regression coefficients from GC content to read depth regression for different flow cells, we found that the variance (for the set of regression coefficients) is higher than when reads were assigned to flow cells randomly ($P$-value = 0.083 from the $F$-test to compare two variances), suggesting that flow cell loading and PCR amplifications may also introduce slight variation into the final read depth estimates (Fig. 6). Such variations, although not statistically significant, can be high enough to produce significant test statistics during comparison of read counts from intra-sample flowcells.

4 DISCUSSION

Here, we present a novel framework, CNAseg, for identification of copy number aberrations in cancer from second-generation sequencing data. It utilizes read depth variability between different flowcells from cancer and matched normal samples to control the false positive rate. By comparing to alternative segmentation methods, we showed that CNAseg significantly increases the precision of CNA detection at a comparable sensitivity. Although specific to Illumina reads, this general approach could readily be extended to other sequencing technologies.

Here, we use flowcell-to-flowcell variability to disentangle genuine CNA events from noise, but in principle the CNAseg framework can be modified to allow for other sources of variation. Now that a human genome can be sequenced to high coverage on one flowcell, lane-to-lane variability could be used instead for identifying technical variation. Another important future extension to the CNAseg framework is incorporation of explicit modelling of normal tissue admixture in cancer samples and heterogeneity of cancer cells in a tumour. Both extensions will be necessary for making accurate copy number calls and understanding tumour evolution.

Compared with microarrays, second-generation sequencing provides much higher resolution for detecting CNA events. In
addition, sequencing using paired-end reads gives more information about molecular mechanisms leading to copy number changes. A number of algorithms utilize anomalous insert sizes and orientation of PEM reads to identify structural variation (SV) in normal individuals (Chen et al., 2009; Chiang et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2008, 2009; Ye et al., 2009). Detection of SV abnormalities in cancer is an important topic in its own right, as positioning of breakpoints can aid detection of fusion genes and suggest SV-based mechanism of gene inactivation (Bignell et al., 2007; Campbell et al., 2008; Hampton et al., 2007; Stephens et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2009).

Our approach uses read depth to determine copy number changes in cancer and complements SV-detecting approaches.

The problem of using SV as the sole source of information in detecting CNAs is compounded by the large sizes of many CNAs compared with CNVs, and also by the variety of molecular mechanisms (and hence PEM properties) that can lead to copy number changes with complex breakpoints. Consequently, the placement of breakpoints using SV data will not comprehensively segment cancer genome. However, SV information is poised to improve detection of CNA events once better understanding of mechanisms behind genomic instability in cancer becomes available. For example, knowledge of SVs can be used to build a heterogeneous HMM where the probability of transitions between states is influenced by SV locations.
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